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Chapter 4

Symmetric Supramolecular
Double-Comb Diblock
Copolymers: a Comb Density
Study

A double-comb diblock copolymer was constructed experimentally using a double
supramolecular approach. Addition of 3-nonadecylphenol (3-NDP) amphiphiles to a
symmetric, double hydrogen bond accepting poly(4-vinylpyridine)-block-poly(N -
acryloylpiperidine) (P4VP-b-PAPI) diblock copolymer resulted in microphase sepa-
ration on both the block copolymer and polymer-amphiphile level. Variation of the
comb density x in these [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)x supramolecular complexes gave rise
to several unique hierarchical nanostructures. For high comb densities (x = 0.8− 1.2)
double perpendicular lamellae-in-lamellae were observed, while lowering the density to
x = 0.5 resulted in a double parallel lamellar morphology as demonstrated by small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Further
decreasing the concentration of 3-NDP (x = 0.3) caused the complex to self-assemble
into cylinders-in-lamellae, while for x = 0.1, 3-NDP only served as plasticizing agent.
The phase transitions identified as a function of x are all in excellent agreement with
our previously performed theoretical analysis.

Parts of this chapter were published in: Macromolecules, 2014, 47, 5913−5925
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4.1 Introduction

Block copolymers have attracted lots of attention in the past decades and are
these days still one of the major topics in polymer science. Because of the
connection between the different blocks and their inability to mix, phase sepa-
ration is confined to the molecular level. For a simple diblock copolymer this
phenomenon already leads to the formation of quite some fascinating mesostruc-
tures, which depend on the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χ), the molec-
ular weight (N ) and the composition (volume fraction f ).24 For this particular
system several structures have been identified,11,22 including spherical, cylin-
drical, lamellar and even bicontinuous network morphologies.179,180 With the
recent development of new, more advanced synthesis routes more challenging
polymer architectures have become accessible, which in turn result in more com-
plex morphologies upon microphase separation. Examples of these are triblock
terpolymers,26 multiblock copolymers44,47 and even star-shaped polymers.38

Comb-shaped polymers are a slightly different class of soft matter, but can be
described in a similar fashion as the previously discussed diblock copolymers.
Instead of a linear PA-b-PB block copolymer, in this system the second block
is introduced by attaching side chains B to a polymer backbone A. A very
elegant route toward such comb-shaped polymers is by introducing the side
chains using supramolecular principles, i.e., coupling of surfactant molecules to
a homopolymer backbone via ionic or hydrogen bonding. For such systems,
the balance between the attractive (head-polymer interaction) and repulsive
forces (tail-polymer interaction) is crucial in order to get a microphase separated
structure. Many different types of complexes that are based on this principle
have been reported in literature. Very recently, Tolentino et al. formed a poly-
electrolyte complex by simply mixing alkanoyl choline amphiphilic molecules
with poly(γ-glutamate), resulting in an alternating polypeptidic/paraffinic lay-
ered structure.59 Another ionic complex was investigated by Ikkala and oth-
ers in 1995. They combined both poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) and poly(4-
vinylpyridine) (P4VP) with p-dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid (DBSA) and showed
that both blends formed a layered nanostructure as well.57 Furthermore, liquid
crystalline behavior was characterized in complexes with higher comb densities.
Since then P4VP has become one of the most popular polymers for the prepa-
ration of supramolecular nanostructured soft materials: it was complexed suc-
cessfully with amphiphilic phenylazophenols,70 cholesteryl hemisuccinate,64,66

a small dendritic benzoic acid derivative65 and even functionalized oligothio-
phenes.68
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Another combination based on P4VP that was examined thoroughly by both
our group and others is its complexation with 3-pentadecylphenol (3-PDP).74

The thermal behavior of this supramolecular complex was found to be very
interesting, since it forms an alternating crystalline amphiphilic/amorphous
P4VP layered structure at room temperature, melts around 30 ◦C to give a
liquid crystalline lamellar morphology and finally has its order-disorder tran-
sition (ODT) at approximately 70 ◦C. Switching to a similar amphiphile with
a slightly longer tail (4-nonadecylphenol, 4-NDP) allowed real space imag-
ing of the lamellar structure by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) due
to the enhanced stability of the complex (see also Chapter 2).73 When the
P4VP homopolymer was replaced for a polystyrene (PS) based diblock copoly-
mer, simultaneous self-assembly of the P4VP-b-PS diblock copolymer and the
P4VP(4-NDP) comb part led to hierarchical structure formation.78 The ob-
served morphologies included structures like perpendicular lamellae-in-lamellae,
cylinders-in-lamellae and lamellae-in-cylinders. Another interesting feature of
these comb-coil diblock copolymers is that simple variation of the comb density,
i.e., the concentration of n-alkylphenol, allows control over the volume fraction
of the P4VP(3-PDP) block and thus over the large length scale morphology.
For instance, in a recent publication,79 our group demonstrated the accessi-
bility of the bicontinuous double gyroid in several supramolecular complexes.
Finally, the flexibility of this system was successfully applied in the preparation
of ordered metal nanofoams21 and polymeric photonic crystals.181

Scheme 4.1: Schematic representation of the [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)x supramolec-
ular complex. In this complex the value of x is 1.0, meaning one 3-NDP surfactant is
added per monomer unit.
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For further extension of the complexity of these materials, one can think of in-
troducing side chains on the second block as well, resulting in what we will refer
to as a double-comb diblock copolymer. According to the theoretical work of
Markov et al.82 self-assembly of such block copolymers could result in intrigu-
ing hierarchical morphologies upon microphase separation of all components.
Several experimental examples of such materials have been reported in litera-
ture, but so far this approach was mostly used to achieve high molecular weight
block copolymers,84,85,182 without paying attention to the internal self-assembly
of the comb blocks, or only one of the two small structures could be observed in
real space.86,87 To date, the only example in which both small length scales were
observed simultaneously by TEM, is our system based on a double supramolec-
ular approach.88 Here the theoretical double-comb diblock copolymer was re-
constructed experimentally by replacing the PS block of the comb-coil diblock
copolymer by a poly(N,N -dimethylacrylamide) (PDMA) block. Upon addition
of 3-PDP amphiphiles, the hydrogen bond accepting capability of both P4VP
and PDMA resulted in the predicted double perpendicular lamellar-in-lamellar
structure.

In this chapter we will introduce an enhanced version of the previously de-
scribed supramolecular approach. For achieving this, we replaced the PDMA
block by another acrylamide block (poly(N -acryloylpiperidine), PAPI), which
is less hygroscopic, and used amphiphiles with a longer tail: 3-nonadecylphenol
(3-NDP). As we will demonstrate, this new combination results in better mi-
crophase separation and enhanced stability of the complex. Finally, the influ-
ence of the comb density x on the self-assembly of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)x
(Scheme 4.1, x represents the number of 3-NDP molecules per monomer unit)
was investigated as well.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Materials

A symmetric poly(4-vinylpyridine)-block-poly(N -acryloylpiperidine) diblock
copolymer (P4VP-b-PAPI) was prepared according to the route described in
Chapter 3 (P4PA57k-47, Mn = 56.5 kg·mol−1, Mw/Mn = 1.06, fP4VP = 0.47).
P4VP (Mn = 28.8 kg·mol−1, Mw/Mn = 1.05) and PAPI (32.2 kg·mol−1, Mw/Mn

= 1.18) homopolymers were synthesized via RAFT polymerization as well.
3-nonadecylphenol (3-NDP) was obtained following the procedure described
in Chapter 2.
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4.2.2 Sample preparation

Bulk films were prepared by dissolving ca. 150 mg material (polymer or poly-
mer together with the calculated amount of 3-NDP) in N,N -dimethylformamide
(max. 2 wt%) and casting these solutions into Petri dishes (d = 4 cm). Complete
evaporation of the solvent was achieved in approximately 1 week by heating the
dishes to 45 ◦C. The supramolecular complexes were finally annealed at 130 ◦C
for about 1 h, while the pristine block copolymer was annealed for 5 days at
200 ◦C in a vacuum oven.

Ultrathin sections (60 to 80 nm) for TEM were obtained by microtoming in
epoxy (Epofix, Electron Microscopy Sciences) embedded pieces of the poly-
mer films using a Leica Ultracut UCT ultramicrotome equipped with a 35 ◦
DiATOME diamond knife. Sections of the homopolymer complexes were cut at
cryo conditions. Enhanced contrast in the block copolymer and block copoly-
mer complexes was realized by staining the sections with ruthenium tetroxide
(RuO4) for 30 min and iodine (I2) for 10 min to 1 h, respectively.

4.2.3 Characterization

Attenuated total reflection (ATR) infrared spectroscopy was performed on a
Bruker IFS88 equipped with an MCT-A detector at a resolution of 4 cm−1.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was carried out on a TA Instruments
DSC Q1000 by heating the samples to at least 160 ◦C and cooling to −20 ◦C at
a rate of 10 ◦C·min−1. The second heating cycle was used for analysis.

Room temperature polarized optical microscopy (POM) was conducted on a
Zeiss Axiophot. Samples were prepared by sandwiching a piece of the polymer
film between two glass slides. In case the film was too thick or not flat, it
was shortly heated above its glass transition or melting temperature and sub-
sequently cooled to room temperature. In order to improve contrast, a λ wave
plate was inserted between the crossed polarizers.

Shear-induced alignment of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.5 and [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-
NDP)1.0 was performed on a modified Bohlin VOR rheometer.183 Although
this tooth rheometer was specially designed for in situ SAXS measurements,
another advantage of this instrument is the possibility to analyze small quanti-
ties of material, i.e. typical sample sizes were of 5 mm × 3 mm × 0.5 mm. For
the study presented here the rheometer was only utilized ex situ. Alignment
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was performed in a continuous oscillatory mode at a frequency of 1 Hz with
a shear amplitude of approximately 80% at a constant temperature of 60 ◦C.
Shearing took place for about 1 h, since within this time frame the rheological
parameters G′, G′′ and phase angle ϕ reached constant values.

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were carried out at the
Dutch-Belgian Beamline (DUBBLE) station BM26B of the European Syn-
chrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France.160,161 The sample-
to-detector distance (Dectris Pilatus 1M) of the setup was ca. 5.0 m. The
scattering vector q is defined as q = 4π/λ sin θ with 2θ being the scattering
angle and λ the wavelength of the X-rays (1.03 Å). The acquisition time was 5
min per sample.

Additional SAXS measurements, for the small structures and aligned samples,
were conducted on a modified Bruker NanoStar combined with a MicroStar
X-ray source (λ = 1.54 Å), with a sample-to-detector distance ranging from 24
to 104 cm. Data was collected for 3 min per sample.

Stained polymer sections were analyzed at room temperature on a Philips CM12
transmission electron microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV.
Images were recorded on a Gatan slow-scan CCD camera. Unstained samples
were measured at the Nanomicroscopy Center (Aalto University, Espoo, Fin-
land) using a JEOL JEM-3200FSC cryo-TEM operating at 300 kV. Micrographs
collected on this instrument were taken in bright field mode using zero-loss en-
ergy filtering (omega type) with a slit width of 20 eV and recorded on a Gatan
Ultrascan 4000 CCD camera. For enhanced stability, the sections were kept at
liquid helium temperature during imaging.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Self-assembly of the individual components

For constructing the by Markov et al.82 theoretically investigated double-comb
diblock copolymer system, we chose to use a double supramolecular approach,
since this brings several advantages over a double covalent route. First of all,
in order to look into the influence of the comb density on its self-assembly, only
one diblock copolymer needs to be synthesized. In other words, a variation of
the comb density can simply be obtained by changing the concentration of the
amphiphilic molecules. Furthermore, their hydrogen bonding and the crystal-
lization of the aliphatic tails can cause very interesting thermal behavior, result-
ing in phenomena like order-order transitions (OOTs). On the other hand, both
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properties make the phase behavior more complex, since a preference of the am-
phiphiles for one of the blocks will always be present due to stronger hydrogen
bonding and the crystallization could dominate the microphase separation. For
this reason the self-assembly of all individual components, i.e., self-assembly
of both homopolymer complexes and of the pristine symmetric diblock copoly-
mer, will be discussed first. Moreover, successful microphase separation of these
three systems is required in order to let the double supramolecular route suc-
ceed.

For the homopolymer complexes P4VP(3-NDP)x and PAPI(3-NDP)x bulk films
were prepared with equimolar amounts of 3-NDP only, i.e., x = 1.0, which
means that one amphiphile was added per monomer unit. A powerful tool for
investigating complex formation is infrared spectroscopy, since the vibrational
modes of the involved bonds will change upon hydrogen bonding and thus their
absorption frequencies as well. Hydrogen bonding in P4VP-based complexes
has been studied extensively and in general the pyridine ring stretching modes
at 1597, 1415 and 993 cm−1 were found to be most affected upon bonding,119,133

while for acrylamides the carbonyl bond (∼1650 cm−1) is primarily involved in
the complex formation.184

Figure 4.1: Infrared spectra of P4VP(3-NDP)1.0 (a) and PAPI(3-NDP)1.0 (b) clearly
indicate the presence of hydrogen bonding in both complexes.

Figure 4.1a shows the infrared spectra of P4VP homopolymer, 3-NDP and the
complex P4VP(3-NDP)1.0 in these spectral areas of interest. Shifts of the pre-
viously discussed three bands can clearly be observed: 1595 → 1600 cm−1 (+5
cm−1), 1414 → 1420 cm−1 (+6 cm−1) and 993 → 1007 cm−1 (+14 cm−1).
The increase of these frequencies is due to stiffening of the pyridine ring, that
indicates the presence of hydrogen bonding. Furthermore, the magnitude of
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the measured differences are similar to the shifts found in P4VP(3-PDP)1.0 ho-
mopolymer complexes.74 The PAPI homopolymer shows a very strong, broad
absorption band at 1626 cm−1 (Figure 4.1b). Upon addition of 3-NDP this
band shifts to 1611 cm−1 (−15 cm−1), which is characteristic for hydrogen bond
formation in amide-based complexes due to weakening of the carbonyl bond.185

Figure 4.2: DSC thermograms of P4VP(3-NDP)1.0, PAPI(3-NDP)1.0 and 3-NDP
(a). Room temperature POM images of P4VP(3-NDP)1.0 (b) and PAPI(3-NDP)1.0
(c) homopolymer complexes and [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)x block copolymer complexes
with x = 1.0 (d), 0.5 (e), 0.3 (f) and 0.1 (g).

Thermal properties of both homopolymer complexes were studied using DSC.
According to the results presented in Figure 4.2a, 3-NDP’s alkyl tails in the
PAPI-based complex change to the fluid state sooner compared to P4VP: in
PAPI they melt around 46 ◦C, while in P4VP at 55 ◦C. Furthermore, the
small endothermic peak at 69 ◦C in the P4VP(3-NDP)1.0 complex can be at-
tributed to an order-disorder transition, similar to P4VP(3-PDP)1.0.75 On the
basis of temperature-resolved SAXS measurements (not included) we propose
that the ODT of the acrylamide complex coincides with its melting temper-
ature. This behavior was also observed in the previously reported PDMA(3-
PDP)1.0 supramolecular complex88 and P4VP(2-n-alkylphenol)1.0 comb copoly-
mers (Chapter 2).

Further evidence for the crystalline nature of the complexes at room tempera-
ture is provided by the POM images of P4VP(3-NDP)1.0 and PAPI(3-NDP)1.0
displayed in Figure 4.2b and 4.2c respectively. They clearly show the optically
anisotropic nature, i.e., birefringence, of both materials.
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Figure 4.3: SAXS patterns of P4VP(3-NDP)1.0 and PAPI(3-NDP)1.0 homopolymer
complexes recorded at room temperature.

SAXS measurements were performed in order to provide information on the
self-assembled nature of the complexes. Room temperature intensity profiles of
both P4VP and PAPI complexed with equimolar amounts of 3-NDP (Figure
4.3) show identical behavior: three scattering maxima can be observed with a
ratio of 1q* : 2q* : 3q* (q* being 1.6 nm−1). This suggests P4VP(3-NDP)1.0
and PAPI(3-NDP)1.0 forming a lamellar nanostructure with a domain spacing
of 3.9 nm, and is confirmed by the TEM images of unstained polymer sections
illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Transmission electron micrographs of unstained P4VP(3-NDP)1.0 (a) and
PAPI(3-NDP)1.0 (b) supramolecular complexes.

Although it appears to be challenging to determine the exact degree of com-
plexation in both supramolecular homopolymer complexes, the small shoulder
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on the high wavenumber side of PAPI(3-NDP)1.0’s carbonyl absorption band
might for example suggest incomplete complex formation, no characteristics of
free, macrophase separated 3-NDP could be identified in DSC (Figure 4.2a) and
SAXS (Chapter 2, neat 3-NDP). On the basis of these results, one can conclude
that for both P4VP and PAPI the degree of complexation with 3-NDP is close
to 100%.

Figure 4.5: SAXS profile (a) of the symmetric P4VP-b-PAPI diblock copolymer
(fP4VP = 0.47) and transmission electron micrograph (b). P4VP lamellae appear dark
due to staining with RuO4 (30 min).

In order to let the double supramolecular route succeed, the P4VP-b-PAPI
diblock copolymer is required to form an ordered structure spontaneously as
well. Because of its symmetric composition and being situated well within
the intermediate segregation regime (χN ≈ 17), self-assembly resulted in the
expected lamellar morphology with a periodicity of 37 nm (Figure 4.5). A
more detailed analysis of this particular diblock can be found in Chapter 3
(P4PA57k-47).

4.3.2 Self-assembly of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)1.0

Since both homopolymers P4VP and PAPI successfully formed supramolecular
complexes upon addition of 3-NDP and the diblock copolymer self-assembled
into a lamellar nanostructure, both requirements were fulfilled for continuation
of the double supramolecular approach. Nevertheless, this achievement obvi-
ously does not imply successful application in a double-comb diblock copoly-
mer, because the mechanism behind this approach is quite complicated. The
first double-comb diblock copolymer that will be described is the equimolar
composition, since comparison with the homopolymer complexes will be most
straightforward.
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Figure 4.6: Infrared spectra of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)1.0, P4VP-b-PAPI and 3-NDP
(a). DSC thermograms of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)x supramolecular double-comb di-
block copolymer complexes, with x = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 (b).

In the P4VP and PAPI comb-shaped polymers, FT-IR showed three band shifts
of P4VP upon addition of 3-NDP, while for PAPI only the absorption of the car-
bonyl group changed. For the uncomplexed diblock copolymer, all four (1631,
1595, 1414 and 993 cm−1) can be observed distinctly (Figure 4.6a). However,
when mixed with 3-NDP significant overlap of the signals was detected in the re-
gion 1675 − 1550 cm−1. In the P4VP complex it was found that upon hydrogen
bonding the absorption band at 1595 cm−1 shifts to higher frequencies, while
PAPI’s carbonyl (1631 cm−1) moved to lower frequencies. Hydrogen bonding
on both sides of the block copolymer (BCP) could therefore explain the single
broad band found at 1602 cm−1, but as a result a quantitative analysis of the
hydrogen bonding cannot be performed. Examination of P4VP’s absorption
band at 993 cm−1 is even more problematic, as PAPI strongly absorbs infrared
light in this region. Finally, the shift of the absorption at 1414 cm−1 (1421
cm−1, +7 cm−1) clearly indicates hydrogen bonding on the P4VP side. Sum-
marizing, based on these observations, one can conclude that 3-NDP is roughly
equally distributed over both blocks, since free carbonyl is completely absent
and the magnitude of P4VP’s shift at 1414 cm−1 is similar to the homopolymer
complex.

Indeed, the DSC thermogram of the x = 1.0 complex displayed in Figure 4.6b
contains characteristics of both homopolymer complexes: two melting events
at 47 ◦C (Tm,1) and 54 ◦C (Tm,2) can be observed and a small peak appears
at 70 ◦C originating from P4VP(3-NDP)’s ODT. Furthermore, each melting
endotherm corresponds to approximately 30 J·g−1, exactly half the size of the
homopolymer complexes (60 J·g−1).
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Figure 4.7: Temperature-resolved SAXS intensity profiles (a) of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-
NDP)1.0 at 30 ◦C (T < Tm,1), 50 ◦C (Tm,1 < T < Tm,2), 60 ◦C (Tm,2 < T < TODT) and
80 ◦C (T > TODT). Room temperature SAXS pattern of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)1.0
recorded at smaller angles (b).

Investigation of the small structure, i.e., polymer-amphiphile self-assembly, by
temperature-resolved SAXS provides additional evidence for the presence of
two different comb blocks (Figure 4.7a). At room temperature (30 ◦C) a single
small lamellar structure can be detected with a long period of 3.9 nm, the same
size as both P4VP(3-NDP)1.0 and PAPI(3-NDP)1.0. When having passed the
first melting point (50 ◦C), this lamellar structure remained, although with a
lower scattering intensity. Bringing the complex into the melt (60 ◦C) caused
this scattering maximum to move to lower q-values (d = 4.2 nm) and further
heating above the ODT (80 ◦C) led to complete disappearance of the small
structure. Then only a very broad correlation hole peak could be observed. On
the basis of these measurements, we propose that the alkyl tails of 3-NDP can
first be molten on the PAPI side of the double-comb diblock copolymer, giving
rise to an isotropic PAPI(3-NDP) phase. Further heating of the complex causes
a crystalline to liquid crystalline phase transition to occur on the P4VP side,
resulting in expansion of the small P4VP(3-NDP) lamellae due to less efficient
packing of 3-NDP’s aliphatic tails. Finally a disordered melt is obtained when
passing through the ODT of the P4VP(3-NDP) comb.

To establish whether the complex is phase separated at the block copolymer
length scale, additional SAXS measurements were performed on a setup with
a larger sample-to-detector distance. The SAXS profile in Figure 4.7b does
include the first scattering peak of the small lamellar structure (3.9 nm), but
no scattering peaks can be observed at lower q-values. This could indicate that
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a not fully phase separated system was realized, although this contradicts the
previously obtained DSC and SAXS results, since these implied the existence
of two distinct comb blocks.

Figure 4.8: Iodine stained (60 min) TEM image of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)1.0. Rhe-
ological data of the [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)1.0 supramolecular complex during shear-
induced alignment (b). The asymptotic values for G′, G′′ and ϕ indicate successful
alignment of the BCP structure.

After selective staining of P4VP with iodine, a large lamellar structure with
a periodicity of about 40 nm became visible in TEM (Figure 4.8a). Further-
more, small perpendicularly oriented lamellae can be observed within the P4VP
domains. No small structure could be discovered within the white PAPI lamel-
lae. The lack of scattering of this large structure in SAXS is likely caused by
a strongly reduced electron density contrast due to the high concentration of
3-NDP on both sides (about 75 wt%).

Figure 4.9: 2D SAXS patterns of the shear-induced aligned [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-
NDP)1.0 supramolecular complex, tangential (a), radial (b) and normal (c) to the
direction of shear.
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In order to be able to observe both small structures simultaneously, unstained
sections of the complex were analyzed using cryo-TEM. However, since PAPI
and P4VP form identical lamellar morphologies upon addition of 3-NDP, shear-
aligned samples were microtomed in the radial direction. Without alignment it
would be impossible to distinguish block copolymer domains from large, tilted
domains composed of solely P4VP(3-NDP) or PAPI(3-NDP).

Figure 4.10: Transmission electron micrographs of stained (iodine, 20 min) (a) and
unstained (b) [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)1.0 after shear-induced alignment.

Both the rheological characteristics (G′, G′′ and ϕ) and 2D SAXS data (Figures
4.8b and 4.9, respectively) indicate proper alignment of the block copolymer
complex. Indeed, the stained TEM image presented in Figure 4.10a shows
highly oriented BCP lamellae, accompanied by a small perpendicular lamel-
lar structure within the P4VP domains. Without staining, a block copolymer
structure could not be observed, although larger domains of small lamellae could
be seen (Figure 4.10b). Because of the orientation in this sample, it is likely
that these lamellae consist of both P4VP(3-NDP) and PAPI(3-NDP). On the
basis of these observations, it can be concluded that this block copolymer com-
plex forms double perpendicular lamellae, similar to the hierarchical structure
found in our previous [P4VP-b-PDMA](3-PDP)1.0 system, but with enhanced
phase separation. Scheme 4.2a represents the arrangement of P4VP-b-PAPI
and 3-NDP schematically.

4.3.3 Self-assembly of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.5

A very interesting property of the double supramolecular approach is the facile
adjustment of its comb density, as this parameter is proportional to the con-
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Scheme 4.2: Schematic representation of the double perpendicular lamellar-in-
lamellar (a, x = 1.0), double parallel lamellar-in-lamellar (b, x = 0.5) and cylindrical-
in-lamellar morphology (c, x = 0.3) as characterized in [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)x.
Black domains correspond to P4VP, grey to PAPI and white to crystalline 3-NDP.

centration of 3-NDP. Since comb densities of x = 0.8 and x = 1.2 resulted in
similar, but less ordered perpendicular lamellar structures compared to x =
1.0 (Figure 4.11), these complexes will not be discussed in detail. At a lower
concentration (x = 0.5), the 3-NDP alkyl tails are still able to crystallize at
room temperature (DSC, Figure 4.6b) and a very interesting parallel lamel-
lar morphology is observed in TEM after staining with iodine (Figure 4.12a).
Large white PAPI layers alternate with dark P4VP layers that contain a white
internal lamellar structure. Because of overlap in the infrared spectra of such
complexes (see previous section) and the broad signal in DSC, it is impossible
to determine the concentration of 3-NDP in each phase quantitatively, but the
formation of a large lamellar structure suggests approximately equal distribu-
tion.

Figure 4.11: Iodine stained TEM images of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)x with x = 0.8
(a) and x = 1.2 (b). For both concentrations a small perpendicular lamellar structure
can be observed within the dark P4VP layers.
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Figure 4.12: Bright-field TEM image of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.5, stained with
iodine for 1 h (a). Rheological data of the [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.5 supramolecular
complex during shear-induced alignment (b).

Small-angle X-ray scattering confirms the existence of this lamellar morphology
in the bulk material (Figure 4.13a). The repeating unit (d = 27 nm) appears
to be somewhat smaller than the pristine P4VP-b-PAPI diblock copolymer (d
= 37 nm), which is probably caused by a different chain conformation and/or
weaker phase segregation of the blocks due to incorporation of 3-NDP on both
sides. Also the reduced intensity of the second order reflection and the absence
of a fourth implies an almost equal thickness of the P4VP and PAPI layers,
which supports our previous statement about the distribution of 3-NDP. An-
other noteworthy observation is the high intensity of the sixth order reflection.
Such a magnitude cannot be caused by the block copolymer structure itself, so
probably this sixth order coincides with a scattering event of another, smaller
structure. The presence of its second order at larger angles (Figure 4.13b) in-
deed confirms the existence of a smaller lamellar structure (d = 4.5 nm).

In TEM a small structure was visualized within the P4VP lamellae, however
it is not periodic and therefore it cannot give rise to the observed scattering
maxima. In order to obtain more information about the relative orientation
of the two structures, the [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.5 complex was subjected
to shear as well (Figure 4.12b) and analyzed by SAXS. No scattering can be
observed in the 2D pattern recorded normal to the direction of shear (Figure
4.14a), while both the radial and tangential direction show the same diffraction
pattern (Figure 4.14b and c). This observation indicates the formation of a
large and small lamellar structure that are oriented parallel to each other.

Without applying any staining agent, in TEM a six-layered structure can be
observed within the PAPI lamellae as well (Figure 4.15a). Interestingly, the
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Figure 4.13: SAXS profiles of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.5 in the low-q (a) and high-
q region (b) confirm the presence of a large (27 nm) and small (4.5 nm) lamellar
nanostructure.

Fourier transformation of a different area of this sample (Figure 4.15b) shows
relatively broad dots corresponding to the small internal structure (Figure
4.15c). Indeed, when a part of this image is integrated (red square in Figure
4.15b) one can clearly see that the lamellar structure inside PAPI is consid-
erably smaller than within P4VP, i.e. 4.0 nm vs 5.0 nm (Figure 4.15d). This
observation suggests a higher concentration of 3-NDP in the PAPI phase, as
in that case the polymer chains are forced to stretch more, resulting in thinner
lamellae. Finally, these observations in TEM are well in agreement with the
appearance of a single, broad scattering maximum in SAXS: the large BCP
structure is actually a superposition of the imperfectly ordered small internal
structure (dL = 6dS) and thus gives rise to scattering of both.

Figure 4.14: 2D SAXS patterns of the shear-induced aligned [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-
NDP)0.5 supramolecular complex recorded in the normal (a), radial (b) and tangential
direction (c).
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The formation of parallel lamellae in comb-shaped block copolymers is not
unique,66 but the existence of multiple layers in [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.5 sug-
gests that the polymer chains need to cross the crystalline, white (in TEM)
amphiphilic layers (Scheme 4.2b). This behavior has never been observed ex-
perimentally in block copolymer complexes, but was predicted theoretically
by Wang et al. for an A-b-(A-comb-B) coil-comb diblock copolymer.186 In our
case, however, such unique phase segregation appears to happen in both blocks.
Although the preference for the formation of exactly 6 internal layers within
each block over a single parallel layer per phase originates from the amphilic
and crystalline nature of the complex, a more detailed discussion regarding its
mechanism will be given in Chapter 5. Finally, although our supramolecular
approach is much more complex, the double parallel structure is in excellent
agreement with our theoretical work on double-comb diblock copolymers, since
a parallel orientation of the small structure was predicted for lower comb den-
sities.

Figure 4.15: Unstained TEM images of the [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.5 supramolec-
ular complex. The Fourier transformation (c) and integration (d) of image (b) reveal
the existence of two different, internal, parallel lamellar structures of about 4.0 nm
(PAPI) and 5.0 nm (P4VP).

4.3.4 Self-assembly of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.3

Further decreasing the comb density to x = 0.3 still allowed 3-NDP’s alkyl tails
to crystallize at room temperature (DSC thermogram in Figure 4.6b), while
transmission electron microscopy showed its self-assembly into a hexagonally
ordered cylindrical structure (Figure 4.16a). The ratio q* : 2q* :

√
7q* of the

scattering maxima found in the SAXS profile displayed in Figure 4.17a confirm
this TEM image to be representative for the bulk material (d = 36 nm).
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Figure 4.16: Transmission electron micrographs of the [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.3
supramolecular complex, stained with iodine (45 min, a) and unstained (b).

The use of a symmetric P4VP-b-PAPI diblock copolymer and the observation
of P4VP(3-NDP) cylinders embedded in a PAPI(3-NDP) matrix points out a
highly asymmetric distribution of 3-NDP and its preference for PAPI. A simple
calculation, assuming cylinders are formed for fP4VP(3-NDP) < 0.3, shows that
[P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.3 can also be written as P4VP(3-NDP)0.1-b-PAPI(3-
NDP)0.6. As a result of the high concentration of 3-NDP in the PAPI phase,
its crystallization is expected to be facilitated.

Figure 4.17: SAXS intensity profiles of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.3 in the low- (a)
and high-q (b) region provide evidence for the existence of both a large cylindrical (36
nm) and small lamellar (4.1 nm) morphology.
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Although a very broad signal is observed in the low-q setup around 1.5 nm−1,
when measured at the high-q setup (Figure 4.17b) it does appear to be a first
order scattering maximum originating from a small lamellar structure (d = 4.1
nm). Without staining, small lamellae are indeed observed within the PAPI(3-
NDP) matrix (Figure 4.16b).

Cylinders-in-lamellae were characterized in supramolecular P4VP(4-NDP)-b-
PS comb-coil diblock copolymers before,78 but in this system the small lamellae
were oriented perpendicularly to the large structure. It is remarkable that in
this double-comb complex the small structure is oriented parallel (Scheme 4.2c),
while it should be energetically less favorable for the polymer chains due to
loop formation and the need to cross the crystalline 3-NDP layers. Although
substrate induced parallel lamellae were detected in thin films of PS-b-P4VP(3-
PDP),187 the reason for such a morphology in a bulk material is still unknown
to us.

4.3.5 Self-assembly of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.1

At even lower concentrations of 3-NDP, i.e., x = 0.1, the amphiphiles are no
longer able to crystallize and only act as plasticizing agent. Two reduced glass
transitions (26 and 138 ◦C) can be abstracted from the DSC thermogram as
shown in Figure 4.6b. Furthermore, the absence of any form of crystallinity or
small structure is nicely illustrated by the POM image in Figure 4.2g, since the
material is optically isotropic, while all other previously discussed supramolec-
ular complexes do show some degree of birefringence (Figure 4.2d-f).

Figure 4.18: SAXS patterns of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)0.1 recorded at small (a) and
larger (b) angles. Although this complex is found to self-assemble into a large lamellar
structure (d = 43 nm), ordering is absent at the polymer/amphiphile level.
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From the SAXS patterns in Figure 4.18, it can be concluded that a large lamel-
lar structure is formed in this block copolymer complex (d = 43 nm), while,
as expected, no ordering is observed at smaller length scales. When 3-NDP
would have dissolved exclusively in PAPI, the maximum value for y in P4VP-
b-PAPI(3-NDP)y would be 0.2 and the overall mass fraction of PAPI(3-NDP)y
would be 0.64. Even in this extreme case, both estimations still imply the com-
plex to self-assemble into a lamellar BCP morphology without ordering at the
polymer-amphiphile level.

Interestingly, large domains of lamellae are observed in TEM after staining with
iodine (Figure 4.19), which is presumably caused by enhanced mobility of the
block copolymer chains. Besides the changed electron density difference, this
observation might explain the increased scattering intensities in SAXS as well.
Although no small structure is formed at such low comb densities, the addition
of small quantities of amphiphilic molecules could therefore still be an attractive
tool for enhancing the ordering in high molecular weight diblock copolymers.

Figure 4.19: Transmission electron micrograph of iodine stained (60 min) [P4VP-b-
PAPI](3-NDP)0.1. It clearly shows the increased domain size of the lamellar morphol-
ogy compared to the pristine diblock copolymer.

4.4 Conclusions
In this work, a double supramolecular route was applied in order to rebuild
our previously reported theoretical double-comb diblock copolymer system. A
combination of relatively simple components, i.e., a symmetric P4VP-b-PAPI
diblock copolymer and small 3-NDP amphiphilic molecules, led to a very rich
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phase behavior of [P4VP-b-PAPI](3-NDP)x, not observed in block copolymer-
based materials before.

For high comb densities (x = 0.8 − 1.2) a double perpendicular lamellar-in-
lamellar structure was characterized, similar to our previously studied [P4VP-
b-PDMA](3-PDP)x supramolecular double-comb system. Compared to this
system, the hierarchical structure was found to be more stable and showed
enhanced ordering.

Lowering the comb density to x = 0.5 resulted in an even more unique archi-
tecture: small parallel lamellae were observed in both P4VP and PAPI layers
simultaneously. Each large lamella consisted of three alternating crystalline
amphiphile/glassy polymer layers. The large BCP structure turned out to be
a superposition of the small lamellae, giving rise to scattering maxima of both
structures in SAXS. Although slightly more complex, these findings are in ex-
cellent agreement with our theoretical work.

The complex with x = 0.3 was demonstrated to self-assemble into a cylindrical-
in-lamellar morphology. No small structure was observed within the P4VP
containing cylinders, while a small parallel lamellar structure was shown to ex-
ist in the PAPI(3-NDP) matrix. Calculation of the concentration of 3-NDP
supported the idea of the amphiphiles being almost exclusively dissolved in the
PAPI phase.

Further decreasing the comb density to x = 0.1 caused 3-NDP to act as a plas-
ticizing agent only. Large BCP lamellae were characterized by both SAXS and
TEM, while microphase separation could not be identified at a smaller length
scale. Although hierarchical self-assembly was absent in this supramolecular
complex, addition of a small quantity of 3-NDP did enhance the phase segre-
gation of the diblock copolymer.


